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A letter from our publisher
LINDA RILEY looks ahead to this year’s Lesbian
Visibility Week, the DIVA Awards and DIVA Pride
It is that time of the year
again! Lesbian Visibility Week, the initiative I
created two years ago,
is almost upon us. Team
DIVA and I couldn’t be
more delighted about
the event. While we were
always proud supporters
of Lesbian Visibility Day,
there is so much to celebrate in our wonderful
rainbow community of
women who love women. I hope you’ll agree
that replacing a single
day with a full week is something we should all be doing
year in, year out.
For me, some of the stand-out events include “Inclusion in Sport” with Dawn Airey, Anita Asante, Amazin
LeThi, Sam Adams and Chris Paouros, and the Ovo
“Being Your Authentic Self” discussion, where Horse
McDonald will be telling DIVA’s Char Bailey about her
journey from the point where her sexuality almost destroyed her music career to having her portrait hanging
proudly in the Scottish National Portrait Gallery.
I’m thrilled that the legendary Lady Phyll, founder of
UK Black Pride, CEO of Kaleidoscope and one of this
month’s cover stars, will be helping us shine a light on
LGBTQI rights in Ghana. We also have the Stonewall
Comedy Night, a look back at the iconic Gateways club,
which was at the epicentre of the London lesbian scene
from the 1930s until the 1980s, and, of course, the DIVA
Awards hosted by Adele Roberts and Kate Holderness,
with a special performance from Heather Small.
The week draws to a close with DIVA Pride – four
hours of non-stop music, fun and laughter hosted by
the totally fabulous Char Bailey and Saski – featuring
awe-inspiring performances from musical powerhouses
Heather Small, Heather Peace and Horse McDonald, as
well as lots of new upcoming artists. Don’t miss it!
The events I’ve mentioned here only scratch the
surface of what we’ve got planned for you, so head over

to lesbianvisibilityweek.com for the complete lowdown.
Organising any sort of event during the pandemic is
extremely challenging, so I’d like to take this opportunity
to pay tribute to my team, who have helped curate a
truly awe-inspiring week for us all. And, of course, massive thanks to Stonewall for partnering with us, as well
as all our supporters and sponsors, details of which you
can find on the LVW website. I am honoured to have the
backing of these brilliant, forward-thinking organisations, especially during these difficult times.
To coincide with Lesbian Visibility Week, we’ve come
up with some fascinating reading. The Visible 100 is in
this issue, as well as in The Guardian on 26 April, and
we’ve also published key findings from The DIVA Survey:
LGBTQI Women’s Insight 2021, which so many of you
took the time to complete. The survey, produced in
partnership with Stonewall and Kantar, makes fascinating reading but, for me, there are some facts and figures
which particularly stand out.
More than three-quarters of you feel that your mental health has suffered during the pandemic, and around
twice the number of lesbians are open about their
sexuality with their close friends compared to bisexuals.
These and all the other stats emerging from the survey
are extremely valuable to DIVA and our friends at Stonewall. They’re an invaluable tool in helping us focus our
activism, campaigning and editorial policy towards the
people who need us the most so, to everyone who took
part, you really have made a difference. Thank you.
Finally, you may have seen we have grown our DIVA
Community on Facebook to 11,000. Please come and
join us, if you haven’t already, and do check out our
audio sessions on the Clubhouse app. In the past month
alone our audience has grown massively and we have
some great plans for the future, so if you haven’t done
so already, please sign up!

Linda Riley
Publisher
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Millstream Tower offers a collection of beautifully designed One, Two and Three
bedroom apartments in Tottenham Hale.
Comprising 117 Shared Ownership homes with a priority to buyers who
live or work in Haringey.

Register your interest

Visit: millstreamtower.london
or call: 0800

058 2544

sessions

Monday 26 April

Click on the title of the session to view it in your browser

10:00

Opening Panel

MEET THE PANEL

WHY LESBIAN VISIBILITY?

Dawn Butler MP
Chair of panel

For this panel, hosted by Labour MP and
LGBTQI ally, Dawn Butler join some of the
UK’s most inspirational LGBTQI women
leaders as they introduce us to Lesbian
Visibility Week and discuss the importance
of visibility past, present and future.

11:30

Linda Riley
Publisher, DIVA magazine and
founder of Lesbian Visibility Week
Nancy Kelly
CEO, Stonewall

https://youtu.be/KfFAVtyNhxg

Phyll Opoku Gyimah
CEO Kaleidoscope Trust and director
and co founder UK Black Pride

FAITH & SEXUALITY

MEET THE PANEL

Faith and sexuality is still a taboo subject,
the “elephant in the room”. In this religion
and belief panel, the first of its kind,
meet lesbians from various faith groups,
sharing their experiences about living
at this intersection. Chaired by Jayne
Ozanne, who recently resigned from the
government’s LGBT Panel, learn about
how our panellists have been able to be
their fully authentic selves in their faith
communities and what this has meant to
them and those around them.

Jayne Ozanne
Director of the Ozanne Foundation
Mandy Ford
Dean of Bristol
Ruby Almeida
LGBT rights campaigner and media lecturer
Rabbi Elli Tikvah Sarah
Brighton and Hove Progressive Synagogue
Rahni Kaur
Feminist Activist

https://youtu.be/1qP_8KMaCOU

12:30

Tips From The Top

MEET THE PANEL

THE DOUBLE GLAZED GLASS
CEILING

Cathryn Wright
Sedulo, Chair of panel

How to break through the “double
glazed glass ceiling”. Hear from senior
role models about the lessons they have
learned in their careers, top tips for being
successful and what they wish they had
known earlier in their journey.
https://youtu.be/tob83n6vWVM

Eloise Stonborough
Stonewall
Annie Fleder
London Business School
Jacquie Lloyd
Citi
Autumn Pray
OVO
Arlene McDermott
LCH

All sessions are available on Facebook - https://www.facebook.com/LVWeek

14:00

INTERSEX INCLUSION AND
REPRESENTATION

MEET THE PANEL

Join DIVA magazine’s Intersex columnist,
Valentino Vecchietti (she/her & they/
them) and Hollyoaks actor Ki Griffin (they/
them) alongside their partner, Sorcha Blae
(they/them) a law student who identifies
as a non-binary lesbian, as they discuss
why intersex inclusion matters for Lesbian
Visibility Week.

Ki Griffin
Hollyoaks actor

Valentino Vecchietti
Journalist and intersex activist

Sorcha Blae
Law Student

https://youtu.be/9SJErwJOpLU

15:30

LGBTQI WOMEN IN POLITICS
Described as “the gayest parliament in
the world”, the UK has lesbian and bi
representation across the Westminster
political divide, as well as in the House of
Lords. But with homophobia, transphobia
and misogyny entrenched in some of
our biggest institutions, how difficult is it
to be out in politics? This panel will bring
together queer politicians from across
the UK to discuss the biggest issues
facing LGBTQI women and non-binary
people, sharing their own experiences
and explaining how they’re using their
platforms to further LGBQTI equality.

MEET THE PANEL
Hannah Bardell MP
Chair of Panel
Baroness Liz Barker
Angela Eagle MP
Mandu Reid
Leader Women’s Equality Party and
Mayor of London Candidate

https://youtu.be/q54U62wr2H4

17:00

MY G WORK COMMUNITY
Lesbian Visibility Day may be 26 April but
myGwork and DIVA celebrate LGBTQI
women all year round. To show our
support and solidarity, we are highlighting
several inspiring lesbian and bisexual
role models from the myGwork business
community to hear about their journeys,
how LGBTQI women can advance their
careers, and top-tips for success.

MEET THE PANEL
Michelle Raymond
Business Development Director
at myGwork, Host
Bev Crair
Senior Vice President, Oracle
Cloud Infrastructure Compute &
Capacity at Oracle Cloud
Chelsea Ziegler
Commercial Insight Analyst at RS Components
Laura Benson
Global Sales Training Specialist at Finastra
Roshni Hainsworth
UK Governance Leader at Mercer

All sessions are available on Facebook - https://www.facebook.com/LVWeek

sessions

tuesday 27 April

Click on the title of the session to view it in your browser

10:00

Lesbian Voices

SELDOM HEARD STORIES
In this interview Stonewall Lesbian
Role Model of the Year Laila El-Metoui
interviews 3 Lesbian authors and reviews
their latest published work covering
seldom heard themes which include
older people; people seeking asylum and
refugees; trauma survivors and LGBTQ+
History.
https://youtu.be/kWeclv9pwp4

11:30

Interviewed by
Laila El-Metoui
is the Stonewall Lesbian Role Model of the
Year (2020) and DIVA 2021 nominee Unsung
Hero of the Year.
Andreena Leeanne
is a Black Lesbian Inspirational Speaker,
Workshop Facilitator & Poet.
Jane Traies
is a writer, researcher and story-teller
Norena Shopland
specialises in researching, writing, and
promoting LGBTQ+ heritage as well as
women’s and Welsh histories.

SOLIDARITY AND ALLYSHIP
BEYOND BORDERS

MEET THE PANEL

Collective action is powerful in enacting
change, and solidarity can often be an
effective threat to oppression. How do we
support LGBTQI communities around the
world and could we be doing more? Tune
into this essential panel to hear from three
activists discussing how international
solidarity could be the key to progress for
their communities.

Zhanar Sekerbaeva

Krisha Kay Gandhi
Panel Host
Ella Otomewo
Maria Luvkina

https://youtu.be/eVN5x165ZGM

14:00

Stonewall

Externally Streamed Panel

LESBIAN INCLUSION AT
WORK: ACHIEVING OUR
POTENTIAL
An interactive workshop on how to better
understand the challenges facing lesbians
at work and how to create a more
inclusive environment.

All sessions are available on Facebook - https://www.facebook.com/LVWeek

15:30

INCLUSION IN SPORT
Despite progress on and off the pitch,
more needs to be done to encourage
LGBTQI people to be out in sport.
Hear from a diverse range of speakers
highlighting the issues at play for out
sportswomen and discussing what can be
done to improve inclusion in sports.
https://youtu.be/6ZG4S_5wRmQ

MEET THE PANEL
Dawn Airey
Chair of Panel
Anita Asante
England Footballer
Amazin LeThi
Global LGBTQ advocate, keynote speaker,
athlete and cultural change leader
Chris Paouros
Trustee of Kick It Out as well as co-chair of the
Proud Lilywhites
Sam Adams
The Real Life Coach

17:00

BEING LGBTQ+ IN NIGERIA:
LEARNING FROM LIVED
EXPERIENCES
This timely discussion will focus on
recent events such as the resurgence of
the EndSARS movement and Same Sex
Marriage Prohibition Act, where queer
Nigerians are mobilising in the fight for
change in post-colonial laws and legacy.
Featuring personal stories from LGBTQI
Nigerians, this important conversation is
not to be missed.

MEET THE PANEL
Tolu Osinubi
(She/her) Host
Timinepre Cole
(She/her)
Alexandra Maduagwu
(They/them)
Mariam Sule
(She/her)

https://youtu.be/utugP_gSIEA

19:00

THE GATEWAY CLUB
From the 1930s to the 80s, The Gateways was one of the most important cultural hotspots
for lesbians and bisexual women, attracting a heady mix of clientele including artist Maggi
Hambling, singer Dusty Springfield and film star Diana Dors, and featuring in the iconic
1968 film, The Killing Of Sister George. Join our panel as they discuss the scene as it was
and how things have changed since The Gates closed its doors.
PRE BOOK

All sessions are available on Facebook - https://www.facebook.com/LVWeek

sessions

wednesday 28 April
Click on the title of the session to view it in your browser

10:00

In conversation with...

JOIN THE CONVERSATION

ASEXUALITY ACTIVIST YASMIN
BENOIT

Roxy Bourdillon
Yasmin Benoit

Yasmin Benoit is a model, influencer and gamechanging asexuality activist. She’s appeared in the
likes of Vogue, Cosmopolitan and Glamour, given
a stirring TEDx Talk, co-founded International
Asexuality Day and created the groundbreaking
#ThisIsWhatAsexualLooksLike campaign. Now, in a
fascinating conversation with DIVA managing editor
Roxy Bourdillon, Yasmin opens up about her own
experiences and shines a light on the importance of
ace representation in the media and beyond.
https://youtu.be/NQkPo6EegQE

11:30

QUEER WOMEN OF COLOUR
How can we as women of colour and allies
address the pernicious presence of racism in
the LGBTQI community? Join our panel as they
discuss the big issues facing queer people of
colour in our community.
https://youtu.be/S-oipppAuQY

12:30

BEING YOUR AUTHENTIC SELF:
CHAR BAILEY INTERVIEWS
HORSE MCDONALD

MEET THE PANEL
Char Bailey
Host
Ki Griffin
Intersex activist and actor
Amazin LeThi
Speaker. Advocate. Athlete
RoxXxan
Model & Musician
Aisha Shaibu
Head of community engagement
for UK Black Pride and founder of
Moonlight Experiences

JOIN THE CONVERSATION:
Char Bailey
Horse McDonald

In a recent interview with DIVA, Scottish singersongwriter Horse McDonald said that being out as
a lesbian “destroyed her commercial career”. In this
in conversation event, the legendary musician tells
Char Bailey about the homophobia and misogyny
she’s faced in her 40 year career and reveals how
it feels to now have her image hanging in the
Scottish National Portrait Gallery. This session is
provided by OVO Energy
https://youtu.be/OF76Wa5swjI

All sessions are available on Facebook - https://www.facebook.com/LVWeek

14:00

Stonewall

Externally Streamed Panel

REIMAGINING LESBIAN
LEADERSHIP
Join Stonewall CEO Nancy Kelley to
explore authentic lesbian leadership and
share knowledge, best practices, and
challenges within work life.

15:30

LGBTQI WOMEN IN TECH
It’s a well-known fact that men
outnumber women in the field of tech.
In this session, our panel discuss the
double discriminations involved in being
both a woman and a lesbian in this male
dominated industry and offer advice for
those looking to break into the world of
tech.

MEET THE PANEL
Miriam Faber
Facebook
iAsia Brown
Microsoft
Sophia Papadopoulos
Kantar

https://youtu.be/5st0BUtTqZ8

EVENING

Stonewall presents

GIGLESS
Join us for an exciting online evening of comedy.
On the night, Catherine will be joined by a fabulous line-up of some of the UK’s best LBT
comics: Jen Ives, Sophie Duker, and Rosie Jones.
CATHERINE BOHART is an award-winning comedian, writer and actor who has appeared
on Mock the Week, 8 Out Of 10 Cats and Comedy Central’s Roast Battle, among many
others. Catherine was named The Times Comedy Face To Watch for 2019 and also
featured on the BBC New Talent Hotlist for 2017.
JEN IVES has been doing stand up for just over 3 years and in that short time has received
many professional accolades, including reaching the finals of the Funny Women Awards
2019, for her often-sideways look at what it means to be a trans woman today.
SOPHIE DUKER is a comedian and writer who has appeared on various shows such as 8
Out of 10 Cats and Frankie Boyle’s New World Order. Her Edinburgh Fringe show, Venus,
saw her nominated for the Best Newcomer award.
ROSIE JONES has quickly become a must-see act on the UK comedy circuit. She was
awarded second place in the Leicester Mercury’s New Comedian Of The Year Award 2018
and has gone on to star on Live At The Apollo, The Jonathan Ross Show and The Last Leg,
among many others.
Expect a night of rip-roaring jokes, topical insights and witty remarks all in support of equal
rights for the LGBT+ community.
You won’t want to miss this one, so book your tickets now!
If you have any questions, please email events@stonewall.org.uk
EXTERNALLY STREAMED EVENT - TICKETS AVAILABLE
https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/stonewall-presents-gigless-tickets-148186121679

All sessions are available on Facebook - https://www.facebook.com/LVWeek

sessions

thursday 29 April

Click on the title of the session to view it in your browser

10:00

11:30

LGBTIQA+ COMMUNITY HOUSING:
A MANIFESTO FOR ACTION

MEET THE PANEL

Panellists from six organisations involved in
the creation of the Manifesto for LGBTQIA+
Community Housing (created for the Mayoral
Election 2021 campaign), will discuss the key
recommendations that they’re asking all the
Mayoral candidates to commit to, that will make
a significant difference to the lives of the most
disadvantaged LGBTIQA+ people in the Capital.
They’ll explore the what’s and why’s, and how this
can be taken beyond London and into cities around
the country.

Tina Wathern
Director of Education and
Engagement, Stonewall Housing

https://youtu.be/d0flpm3CUi4

Jessica Holden
Senior Policy Officer, Stonewall

Pre Recorded

MEET THE PANEL

THE IMPORTANCE OF AUTHENTIC
LITERATURE FOR LGBTQI FAMILIES

Sophie Ward
Chair

Do you believe that you were fairly represented
in books when you were a child? For people over
the age of 18 the answer is likely to be no. But
children of LGBTQI people need to see themselves
reflected back from the pages in their hands,
and understand that families come in all shapes,
colours and sizes. Join our panel as they talk about
how important it is for literature to reflect our lived
experiences.

Moud Goba
National Manager, Micro Rainbow

Jo Bhandal
Campaigns, Policy and Research
Officer, akt
Anna Kear
CEO, Tonic Housing
Carla Ecola
Director, Outside Project

Sarah Hagger-Holt
Carolyn Robertson
Emma Miller-McCaffrey

https://youtu.be/7iizbwR9rnU

12:30

Live session TSB

BEING OUT AND
PROUD LGBTQI+ WOMAN IN THE
WORKPLACE.
Liz Ashford (she/her) HR director from TSB has a
conversation with SJ (she/her) and Lesley (she/
her) around why being an out and visible LGBTQI
woman is important in the workplace.
https://youtu.be/hwN7ZSjHwpg

All sessions are available on Facebook - https://www.facebook.com/LVWeek

14:00

LESBIANS BEYOND THE BINARY
In this panel, DIVA editor Carrie Lyell will be joined
non-binary people of various sexualities to discuss
how gender identity and sexuality orientation
intersect. In this timely and important discussion,
our panellists will also be sharing their personal
experiences of coming out and talking about how
to increase non-binary visibility in a world that
doesn’t see you.

MEET THE PANEL
Carrie Lyell
DIVA, Editor in Chief, Host
Sofia B
Emma Flint

https://youtu.be/RsesVCeZy7U

15:30

Live session APPG

Externally Streamed Panel

STARTING A FAMILY
Despite the progress made in LGBT+ equality in
the UK, there are still barriers and inequalities for
LGBT+ women who wish to start families. From
same-sex female couples experiences of fertility
treatment to having a child as a trans lesbian,
the conversation, chaired by Hannah Bardell MP,
will explore the unique and varied experiences
of LGBT+ parents and address to improve their
experiences of family formation.

15:30

HOW TO BE
AUTHENTICALLY YOU
IN THE WORKPLACE
Creating a space where everyone feels free to
bring their full authentic selves to work.
Amidst the challenges brought on by the global
pandemic, businesses cannot afford to deprioritise
Equality & Inclusion. P&G has a legacy of fostering
workplace equality and employee pride, and
we are committed to ensuring we make our
workplaces a space where everyone feels free to
be their authentic selves, and have their unique
voice heard, whether we are collaborating
digitally or face to face. We will hear directly from
P&G employees on their personal experiences,
what barriers held them back and what advice
they would give to help people on their way to
becoming comfortable showing their full authentic
selves in the workplace.

MEET THE PANEL
Daisy Gray
Host, VP Northern Europe Grooming
and our lead team sponsor for
LGBTQ+ inclusion
Linda Riley
Publisher, DIVA magazine and
founder of Lesbian Visibility Week
Nancy Kelley
Stonewall
Elaine McCullouch
Senior Manager, P&G
Taru Suri
Manager P&G

All sessions are available on Facebook - https://www.facebook.com/LVWeek

thursday 29 April
19:30

DIVA AWARDS
The DIVA Awards are the shiny jewel in the crown of Lesbian Visibility Week! Join hosts
Adele Roberts and Kate Holderness as they celebrate all that is good and gay in our
community. Grab yourself a glass of something fizzy and tune in from 7.30pm to find
out who our winners will be. Expect laughter, tears and a few surprises along the way…
https://youtu.be/hJihw_ANlvU

CELEBRATING INSPIRATIONAL LESBIAN, BISEXUAL,
TRANS, INTERSEX AND QUEER PEOPLE IN OUR COMMUNITY

Find out more at divaawards.co.uk
Available on Facebook - https://www.facebook.com/LVWeek

sessions

friday 30 April

Click on the title of the session to view it in your browser

10:00

PRIDE WOMEN
Prides come in all shapes, sizes and
colours! We have representatives from
some very different events who are all
experiencing very similar problems. How
can Pride events better support and
represent LGBTQI women and non-binary
people? This timely conversation we will
also explore the impact the pandemic has
had on Pride organisations across the UK
and beyond.

MEET THE PANEL
SASKI
LGBTQ+ Specialist
Helen Pritchard
Milton Keynes Pride Festival
Maja Tholstrup Bach
World Pride
Olga Maksimovica
Student Pride

https://youtu.be/XTfGuVG2KIo

11:30

LGBTQI CHARITIES
A honest and frank conversation with
some of the UK’s leading LGBTQI charities
on how they’ve coped over the last 12
months and how we can as a community
better support LGBTQI women and nonbinary people.
https://youtu.be/3SC4nnHvaTk

MEET THE PANEL
Liz Ward
Chair, Director of Workplace, Stonewall
Alice Wallace
Director, Opening Doors
Stephanie Fuller
General Manager, Switchboard
Lui Asquith
Director of Legal and Policy, Mermaids
Ellie White
Programme Co-ordinator, LGBT+ Foundation
Valentino Vecchietti
Founder, Intersex Equality Rights UK

All sessions are available on Facebook - https://www.facebook.com/LVWeek

12:30

Stonewall Housing

MEET THE PANEL

LET’S TALK ABOUT LBT
WELLBEING!

Tina Wathern
Chair, Director of Education and Engagement

Join our virtual roundtable to discuss
LBT women’s experiences of health and
wellbeing when accessing housing. Listen
to real stories, explore our latest research,
hear from our women in leadership and
working front line with our LBTQ+ service
users.
https://youtu.be/h5nsNbmenXY

Konstantina Diamanti
Services Manager
Jenny Jean Paul
Mental Health Advocate
Shaval Heaven
LGBTQ+ project worker
Chloe Florence
House of Stonewall Ambassador, Diva Award
nominee
Cat Haldane
Fundraising and Initiatives Manager

14:00

Stonewall

Externally Streamed Panel

THE COMMUNITY AND ME:
SELF AND COLLECTIVE CARE
AT WORK
Celebrate the end of Lesbian Visibility
week with a discussion exploring selfcare
and collective care for the community
within the workplace.

All sessions are available on Facebook - https://www.facebook.com/LVWeek

saturday 1 may

from 3pm Streamed Live on youtube
hosted by Char Bailey and Saski
https://youtu.be/hrwB7MbOb6M

HEATHER SMALL HEATHER PEACE HORSE MCDONALD
ROSIE HOPKINS POLARTROPICA LUCY & LA MER
KAT HAMILTON ALI COYLE ELLA GRACE RED MOON
ARXX RUNRUMMER ALI COYLE EMMA MCGRATH
Available on Facebook - https://www.facebook.com/LVWeek
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